Contact line stick-slip motion and meniscus evolution on micrometer-size wavy fibres.
The architecture of complex-shaped fibres affects the motion of the contact line and the evolution of its associated menisci when a fibre is immersed into a liquid. Understanding and predicting the motion of the contact line is critical in the design of complex-shaped fibres for many engineering applications as well as for surface science. While wetting on classic circular cylinders has been well studied, singularities during the wetting process of complex-shaped fibres are not yet well understood. The dynamic wetting behaviour of axisymmetric sinus-shaped fibres immersed vertically in a liquid volume was investigated. Fibres were 3D-printed down to micrometre dimensions, and the Wilhelmy method was used in parallel with meniscus shape analysis. Moreover, a quasi-static theoretical model predicting the contact line movement and free energy of the system evolution on these fibres is also proposed. The observation of liquid advancing and receding fronts highlighted a stick-slip motion of the meniscus depending on both the fibre surface curvature and its intrinsic wettability. The model predicts that the behaviour of the seemingly pinned and then jumping contact line, with associated changes in apparent contact angles, can be explained by the interplay between a constant local contact angle and the movement of the bulk liquid, leading to the storage of energy which is suddenly released when the contact line passes a given point of fibre curvature. Besides, acceleration/deceleration events that take place before and after the jumps are experimentally observed in good agreement with the model.